MINIBINS
Fruit and vegetables
Features
Made of high density polyethylene (PEHD),
with characteristics that make them
particularly resistant to U.V. rays, to acids
and alkalis, to aging and to atmospheric
agents as well as high and low temperatures
Dedicated to the fruit and vegetable sector,
they are pantone green colour 355C and are
available in two easily stackable formats
Specially designed for food, are easily
washable and do not undergo tare
movements
They are well ventilated to facilitate fruit and
vegetable transpiration and are equipped
with removable interlocking label holders
Equipped with TAG R-FID and tag with Data
Matrix code and Barcode EAN128

Advantages
 Optimal transport packaging that
guarantees freshness and quality of goods
throughout the production chain,
particularly for fruit and vegetables, from
the producer to large-scale distribution.
 Easy and safe foldable stacking
 Reusable packaging system

 Optimum protection during transport
guaranteed by stability and rounded
internal corners
 Accessibility guaranteed to the forklift on 4
sides (model M8012)
 Folding shutters, reduce space and costs
in empty handling
 Easy replacement of components

 Significant reduction of damage to goods
during transport and storage
 Characterization with customized logos
and colour
 Completely recyclable in every part, CPR
System crates eliminate any packaging
waste which would impact the environment

Dimension and Specifications*
TYPE
AND
MODELS

M8060

M8012

DIMENSIONS
Length x Width x Height in mm

External Size

800x600x395
open
800x600x207
closed
1200x800x395
open
1200x800x207
closed

1145x745x245
open

VOLUME

CARRYING
CAPACITY

Tare (kg)

Internal
volume
in Lt

Maximum
in kg

Feet

Internal usable
space

745x545x245
open

WEIGHT

No..

Mini bins window Entry

4

Side 600: Width 360
Side 800: Width 577
Height: 97

11,0 +/-3%

Side 800: Width 577
Side 1200: Width 410
Height: 97

17,5
+/-3%

6

LOGISTICS
Composition **
800x1200 base
load unit
No.
No.
Empty
Full

Weight
per LU in
kg **

Total load
weight in kg ***

6+6

264

8.712

6

210

6.930

8+8
open
110

70
12+12
closed
8
open

225

140
12
closed

notes: (*) +/- tolerance possible (**) to be verified based on the real capacity of the means of transport (***) LU = load unit - minibins closed (****) for loads of 33 LU - minibins closed

Values are indicative - CPR reserves the right to change the above information without notice. - minibins are the non-transferable and exclusive property of CPR System
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